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AI activity at Edinburgh started with the research group of Donald Michie in 1963,  
and the founding of the Dept of Machine Intelligence and Perception in 1966, 
which became the Dept of Artificial Intelligence in 1974.

The University’s Computer Unit was founded in 1963 by Sidney Michaelson and 
this became the Dept of Computer Science in 1969.

The Centre for Speech Technology Research was founded in 1984 and the Dept of 
Cognitive Science in 1985.

These came together to form what is now the School of Informatics in 1998.

Some History



COMPUTER SCIENCE: Parallel Computing, Micro Architectures, 
Wireless Protocols & Apps, Iterative Compilation, Self Timed 

Circuits

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: Intelligent Planning, Proof 
Planning, Security Engineering, Applied Computational 

Logic, Knowledge Engineering, Virtual Worlds

THEORY: Databases Languages, Semantics, Complexity 
& Alg Concurrency & Modelling, S/W Engineering 
Theory

ROBOTICS: Robotics, Vision

LANGUAGE: Natural Language Processing, Multi Modal Interaction, 
Information Extraction, Speech Synthesis

BRAIN: NeuroInformatics, Machine Learning

School of Informatics Research Institutes



Visions of AI



Visions of AI: Slaughterbots
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Algorithmic (un)Fairness
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Face Recognition and Surveillance                                                                 



Face Recognition and Surveillance



Data Ethics/AI Ethics
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Diversity and Ethics in AI -- 2020
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So what is our responsibility as a School of Informatics?



• Lead by example

• Educate the next generation

• Enable others

• Inform the public



Centre for AI for Social Good



Centre for AI for Social Good

Focusing existing research activity within the School and stimulating new activity

• Using data science to support charities working with rough sleepers in London

• Applying speech, vision and machine learning to speech and language therapy

• Using AI planning to support emergency response by teams of people and robots

• Knowledge-based system for assessing workplace exposure to potentially hazardous 

substances

• Identifying Malaria parasites in images



Centre for AI for Social Good

Focusing existing research activity within the School and stimulating new activity

• Safe autonomous driving in urban environments

• Estimating bacterial and cellular load in lung images

• Trusted answers from incomplete data

• Encouraging active lifestyles by continuous tracking of activity and exercise

• Promoting engagement in citizen science using intelligent interventions



Shared Control of Exoskeletons and Prostheses

Millions of people worldwide suffer from disabilities or injuries which affect mobility and 
decades of research has gone into the development of assistive robotic devices, such as 
exoskeletons and prosthetic limbs, in an effort to restore movement potential to these individuals.

[



Promoting engagement in citizen science

Citizen science engages people in scientific research.

Machine learning is used to predict when users are 
becoming disengaged and intelligent intervention 
design guides personalised feedback in the form of 
motivational messages that pop up on the 
volunteer’s screen.

This approach increased the contributions of 
thousands of participants in Galaxy Zoo by over 70%



The Proteus Project

This work provides a new and fast method for 
detecting bacteria or cells in the human lungs using 
fibered confocal fluorescence microscopy (FCFM). Dr 
Sohan Seth (School of Informatics) trained neural 
networks to predict whether a each pixel of the FCFM 
image a bacterium or cell is present.  The work forms 
part of PROTEUS, an EPSRC-funded Interdisciplinary 
Research Collaboration which aims to develop 
technology that will provide quick, in situ, in vivo 
diagnoses and management of lung diseases in the 
clinical environment.



Centre for AI for Social Good

Educating the next generation
We aim to integrate consideration of ethical issues and social responsibility 
throughout our curriculum --- in course on Professional Issues and within assistive 
robot projects, but not just there…

Projects are clearly badged as “AI for Social Good”

All our CDTs include training in responsible research and innovation, but this is 
particular emphasized in the CDT on Biomedical AI

We look forward to working closely with Shannon Vallor (Baillie Gifford)  when 
she arrives



Centre for AI for Social Good

Enable others
As part of our long term vision we will 
seek to establish a visitor programme that 
will allow researchers from around the 
world to come to spend extended periods 
with us developing AI techniques to tackle 
societal problems (cf The Newton 
Institute)

This will be guided by and contribute to 
the University’s 2030 Vision, addressing 
UN sustainability goals



Inform the public

One of the major goals of the Centre is to surface work on beneficial AI that is 
already going on in the School and to provide a beacon for others, both in the 
discipline and more widely

Our students are already leading the way with a series of public discussions with the 
title “We Need to Talk About AI”

Going forward we will be careful to communicate our work in an accessible way and 
to engage with government and policy makers to foster greater trust in AI
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Thank you!




